
Full Arch Provisional Pre-Op Requirements 
Please send the following information with your case request: 

1. UPPER SCAN AND/OR UPPER IMPRESSION WITH PVS, INCLUDE PALATE 

2. LOWER SCAN AND/OR LOWER IMPRESSION WITH PVS 
• Send scans through Sirona Connect or upload to LabStar 

3. BITE 
• IF INSUFFICIENT TEETH make bite plate to get the bite 
• IF DENTURES 

1. Take bite with dentures in 
2. Use dentures as trays to take PVS Light Body Wash impressions 
3. Pour impressions - DO NOT SEPARATE 
4. Use bite to mount dentures with stone on an articulator 
5. Separate dentures, clean, and return to patient 

4. PHOTOS (upload to LabStar* with the case entry) 
• Patient is seated with their feet flat on the ground at a 90 degree angle or standing 
• Camera at eye level 
Full face “passport” pictures (shoulders, top of head,  
and both ears showing equally) 
» IMAGE 1: Relaxed smile 
» IMAGE 2: Relaxed open smile 
» IMAGE 3: High smile 
Close up including EYES pictures 
» IMAGE 4: Relaxed smile 
» IMAGE 5: High smile 
» IMAGE 6: Snarl (bite down and raise lip as high as possible without help) 
» IMAGE 7: Profile, relaxed 
» IMAGE 8: Retracted profile 
» IMAGE 9: Retracted full closed bite 
» IMAGE 10: Retracted slightly open 
» IMAGE 11: Shade guide photo (pic with the chosen shade guide next to teeth) 

5. SHADE: Specify tooth shade and gingival shade (indicate what shade guide is used) 

6. CREATE LAB SLIP in LabStar* by logging in at 3DLabsMT.LabStar.com and filling out the simple lab slip form.  
Please include: lab name, patient name, dr. name, restoration details, shade, special instructions and due date  
(1 day before patient appointment) and upload pictures. 

7. SURGICAL GUIDE REQUIREMENTS: CT and STL file. Surgical plan will be emailed for approval prior to production. 
Please include the type and size of the implants. 

» If you do not have a LabStar account, please call 3D Labs  
@ 406-281-8993 to create a free account today.

SMILE SNARL


